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In 2015, global media fixated on the plight of migrants crossing the Mediterranean Sea in search of better lives in Europe. 
While thousands of lives were lost at sea (1), many European citizens called for tighter immigration restrictions (2). The 
Brexit referendum result and the popularity of Donald Trump’s anti-immigrant rhetoric (3) exemplify how anti-immigrant 
sentiments continue to grow across the developed world.  
Protectionist attitudes not only negatively affect scientific progress in rich nations (4) but also impede much-needed 
socioeconomic progress in developing nations. Despite sending substantial resources for development aid to poor 
nations, rich nations simultaneously impose harsher hurdles for citizens of those poor nations who wish to enter rich 
nations, thereby impeding capacity-building opportunities for those they profess to help (5). Because scientists from poor 
countries are increasingly subjected to expensive visa application fees, visa delays, and denials, they may reconsider 
short-term visits to developed countries. In addition, students fear attending international conferences because re-entry 
into their developed host countries isn’t guaranteed (6). Anti-immigrant policies thereby exacerbate already strong 
inequalities between rich and poor nations. 
Streamlined immigration policies could better facilitate travel by scientists. For example, developed nations could adopt 
programs to allow third country access for holders of visas issued by countries with stringent vetting standards, similar to 
the 25 developing countries that accept Schengen visas as substitute visas for short-term visitors that would otherwise 
require travel authorization (7). Alternatively, European countries could follow the example of the U.S. visitor visa, valid 
for 10 years, alleviating the burden of current Schengen visas, which seldom extend beyond 6 months.  
Science is enriched when people with different cultures come together to solve challenging problems. Developing countries 
strengthen their scientific capacity, and developed countries receive an injection of ideas. Immigration policies that impede 
scientist travel weaken innovation and progress, leaving both developed and developing countries short-changed. 
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